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A NOTE ON THE JAPANESE METHOD OF 
ACQUIRING ABSOLUTE KNOWL 

EDGE IN ART 

<77<,2- ORTUNATELY the time is now past when one was 
-1'< confined to the junk of a tea-store in studying the 

arts and the crafts of the Orient. As far back as 
// 2 ._ the time when Thomas Chippendale, the ingenious 

cabinetmaker of London, borrowed ideas from the 
Chinamen, along the lines of which ideas his fur 
niture designs,-come down to us as examples of 
the "Chippendale" period,-were evolved, all of 

Europe and civilized America went into raptures 
over everything Chinese. The Dutch, having long 
enjoyed the monopoly of trade with the "Land of 
the Queue," had quietly appropriated what they 

: $; thought good of the Eastern man's art (as evi 
j/? denced in their Delft ware and old silver), without 

waxing uselessly enthusiastic over the subject as a 
~ whole. Elsewhere other people began to stuff 

ci their houses with so much brought from China 
that lacked the sifting of discrimination that it is 
little wonder that old William Snidtop, in writing 
to a friend, said: 

"Such houses as one fares to see in our good day be truly ques 
tions as to what the English taste be and who among us unbeknown 

hitherto be wholly Chineses, or leastwise in spirit!" 
At any rate, when Japan opened her ports to commerce, the craze 

for Japanese things was quite as violent as the Chinese fever which it 
supplanted, although, as a common thing, very few people have 
troubled themselves with learning the distinction which characterizes 
the widely differing arts of the neighboring kingdoms. It is not the 
purpose here to enter into a discussion at this time of the subject of a 
comparison of the arts of these people; but now that the arts of the 
Japanese are beginning to be appreciated, to be understood, and to be 
preserved, this note under its caption may. not come in amiss in fur 
thering such an appreciation and understanding of the marvelous art 
instincts of our brothers of the cherry-blossom. 

While much-very much-of Japanese art is suggestive impres 
sionism, it is invariably marked by being concise. The Japanese 
people are the most poetic people in the world, but their sense of the 
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beautiful is so marked 
that they leave noth 
ing vague. They deal 

with mysticism, to be 
sure, but (if one may 
put it this way) they 

make even their mys 

ticism definite. Their 
art is the expression 
of their traini'ng in 

absoluteness. One 
hesitates to awaken 
any argument con 

cerning "heredity," 
so let that phase be 

passed. This much 
*ucan be conceded: 

tradition governs the 
mind of the Japanese artist to such an extent that, until he had given 
himself up to a long and arduous apprenticeship to study, he would 
not dream of exhibiting his work but for his master's criticism, nor 
would his honesty-for the Japanese are an honest people---permit 
him to consider himself an artist, much less to be called one. 

Our Western conditions are not so severe, and consequently outi 
art is loosely constructed as far as art as a system is concerned. This 
is quite right, and it is not to be- believed that Japanese art is every 

thing (and perhaps it is not broad),. yet let the 
statement stand that there is much in Japanese 
art and art methods that we need in our art. We 

of the Occident. undoubtedly.have the only field 
which may be improved by such a combination of 

the art idea, for our art is always seeking any 
honest means of expression, -and is absolutely 

unhampered by any 
/ ~~~~~~~sense of obligat ion to 

those traditions we 
may have. On the 

7 ~~~~other hand, if one may 
judge by exhibi'tions 
of 'such work in Tokio 
.and the work of Japa 
nese students in Occi 
dental ateliers, the 
attem-pts of certain 

progressive Japanese. 
artists- from time to* 
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time to apply the Occidental good to their Oriental good have cul 
minated in hopeless failures. When they strive to clothe their subtle 
creations with Occidental pigments in an Occidental manner they fail. 
Our artists studying in Japan do the opposite thing; or, to sum the 
whole business, you can pour soul into paint, but you cannot pour 

paint into soul so well. We have yet to 
learn Oriental directness in the technique of 
application, and one cannot do direct things 

without positive knowledge. Hence we 
can well avail ourselves of their system of 
training. This system, concisely, is this: 

Observe and perpetuate the best of what 
you have observed (impressionistic school), 
the humor you have observed (caricature), 
the evil you have observed (grotesque), 
everything you have observed as it affects 
you (realism), as it actually is, unimpeded 
by your feeling (absolute realism). These 

-A degrees may be combined and proportioned, 
but it is the system of Japanese tradition. 

One readily sees that our methods and our "trickery" in in 
stances are not foundeda lways on the positive knowledge which 
observation begets, because where results-often just as astonishingly 
beautiful as they are accidental-cannot be explained by the one 
arriving at them, more positive knowledge need not and would not 
narrow the sphere of the artist. It is not'knowledge which has kept 
Japanese art as narrow in one 
way as it is. No; spontaneity, 
beauty, and all that the most 
ambitious strive for is to be 
had through more truth. We 
merely lack some of the truth 
which the Japanese have in 
superabundance; they lack 
some-and much-of the truth 
that was our foundation, and to 

whose store we have added from 
Leonardo da Vinci to Whistler. 

As one demonstration of 
what we might avail ourselves, 
let us take for instance the method-a genuine Japanese one-which 

Mr. Chase is said to employ in teaching his children the technique of 
art. The pupil is taught first of all the use of everything placed near 
him to use; then he is shown how to use it. Just how he himself 
will use it depends upon his progress, and marks his individuality and 
style. While Mr. Arthur Dow has his pupils use everything Japanese, 
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this other method ; 
does not require it, 
although Japanese .- - 
inks and brushes and r ' 

papers are always use- -- 
ful and direct-even '" . 
these- materials are - 
time-savers. The next 
thing the pupil does _ 
is to keep his eyes 

open, directing his atr <';' 
tention to one thing 
or one set of things. /')~ 
For such training of /~ 
observation a tray 

bearing several olb-~4-~ 

jects is placed near ~~. 
him for a short time 
and is then withdrawn. He now tells what he saw thereon. As these 
exercises of the acuteness of vision progress the tray is left for shorter 
periods of time, and finally hastily passed before the pupil. All this 
is gone through with many times, until the person has acquired such 
a facility that he can remember every object that was before him. It 
is surprising how short a time it takes for such training, and Japanese 
children of six are often able to enumerate as many as thirty-six ob 
jects so put before them. The next step is to remember the location 
of these things. At 
this point the draw 
ings are commenced. 

These probably will 
be little more than 
indications. After one 
has acquired such fa 
cility, form is memo- . .... 

rized and applied to 
the positions of the 
objects remembered; 
the next thing is color, 
and the final acquisi 
tion is detail. 

Does it all sound 

so very formidable? 
William Morris was 
not afraid of it. At 
any rate, it will be in 

teresting to watch de 
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velopments along this line, and perhaps it is too soon to prophesy 
However, when one looks upon the results of such directness as charac 

terizes the simple drawings by Japanese artists here reproduced, one 

cannot help but wish that our art students could acquire some such 

way of going at things, and have things still recognizable after they 
were gone at in such a way. GARDNER C. TEALL. 
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